Assessment of a directional microphone array for hearing-impaired listeners.
Hearing-impaired listeners often have great difficulty understanding speech in surroundings with background noise or reverberation. Based on array techniques, two microphone prototypes (broadside and endfire) have been developed with strongly directional characteristics [Soede et al., "Development of a new directional hearing instrument based on array technology," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 94, 785-798 (1993)]. Physical measurements show that the arrays attenuate reverberant sound by 6 dB (free-field) and can improve the signal-to-noise ratio by 7 dB in a diffuse noise field (measured with a KEMAR manikin). For the clinical assessment of these microphones an experimental setup was made in a sound-insulated listening room with one loudspeaker in front of the listener simulating the partner in a discussion and eight loudspeakers placed on the edges of a cube producing a diffuse background noise. The hearing-impaired subject wearing his own (familiar) hearing aid is placed in the center of the cube. The speech-reception threshold in noise for simple Dutch sentences was determined with a normal single omnidirectional microphone and with one of the microphone arrays. The results of monaural listening tests with hearing impaired subjects show that in comparison with an omnidirectional hearing-aid microphone the broadside and endfire microphone array gives a mean improvement of the speech reception threshold in noise of 7.0 dB (26 subjects) and 6.8 dB (27 subjects), respectively. Binaural listening with two endfire microphone arrays gives a binaural improvement which is comparable to the binaural improvement obtained by listening with two normal ears or two conventional hearing aids.